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OU DO not get faster by patting yourself on the

back, right? Though we should all take time to

reflect on the good things we achieve,

competitive sport is too ruthless an environment

to do that for long.

Near the end of his first season as a sole licence holder,

Charlie Johnston can reflect on the many good things he has

achieved. Most notably, in a time of transition for Johnston

Racing, he has handled the full duties of leadership with

exceptional aplomb. In public, he is confident without being

cocky; positive without being glib; and honest without being

negative.

While not everything has gone to his liking, the bar has been

set extremely high for him by his record-breaking father, Mark.

But the other side of the coin is that his father is still around

whenever he is needed. Charlie has been set up to succeed by a

robust accession plan, and a snapshot of how well he has fared is

readily available statistically. Have a look at the yard’s seasonal

data to the end of November compared to 12 months ago.

2023 Charlie Johnston: 168 wins/1,200 runs/14% strike

rate/112 winning horses from 214 individual runners/0.78 wins

per horse.

2022 Charlie and Mark Johnston: 168 wins/ 1,225runs/

13.7% strike rate/ 104 winning horses from 209 individual

runners/0.79 wins per horse.

Remarkable, isn’t it? Well, remarkable if you have just

returned from an extended spell on Mars and did not know that

remarkable is the stock in trade of Johnston Racing. I have

written many times here about the statistical concept of

regression to the mean – the tendency of remarkable statistics to

become more commonplace over time. In this case, remarkable

is the mean.

Now, in an interview he gave last month, Charlie noted that

the volume of big-race success in 2023 was less than he had

hoped, especially compared with the yard’s norm. Sure enough,

there were four wins noted in the Racing Post’s Big Race Wins

section this year: the Listed Burradon Stakes (Dear My Friend)

at Newcastle in April; the Group 3 Princess Margaret Stakes

(Sacred Angel) at Ascot in July; the

Group 3 Zukunfts Rennen (Carolina

Reaper) at Baden-Baden in August;

and the £200,000 Balmoral Handicap

(The Gatekeeper) at Ascot in

October.

In British races, horses in the yard

had earned £2.7m in 2023 up to

November 23, compared with £2.9m

for the whole of 2022. These are

similar figures, more reliable as a

barometer than big-race success

because of the fleeting nature of the

latter. In the same way that shots are

a better predictor of a football team’s

true merit than goals, winners and

prize-money are more reliable than

big-race success because it is based

on events which happen more

frequently and thus include less

randomness.

Success in big races will flow

more frequently for Charlie in future

years because we know the
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Johnston Racing – now with Charlie Johnston as the sole
trainer – will be the leading training yard in Britain by
wins for a seventh consecutive year in 2023. This is a
monumental achievement, not least because it has come
at a time of transition for the operation. Here James
reflects on some of this year’s results and discusses the
look of the landscape for 2024 and beyond. 

The graph shows a trend (black dashed line) as solid as a rock: while the stable strength
each year will vary naturally judged by the mean (green) and median (blue) of the horses’
best rating, the quality of the string is consistent and gradually improving because of
solid, underlying processes and intensive review which has been a Johnston Racing staple
from the beginning

Johnston Racing continues to dominate the list of wins in Britain each year
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underlying numbers of his training success are solid and stable.

The graph on the opposite page delineates the quality of the

stable strength as measured by  mean and median Racing Post

Rating (RPR) – a widely accepted measure of performance.

These metrics represent the average of the best RPR of each

horse in each year which is a reasonable measure of the

individual’s true talent.

This is how to interpret the graph. The large dots are a so-

called ‘point estimate’ of the quality of the horses housed at

Kingsley Park. Blue dots are the median of the string’s best

RPR for each horse and green dots the equivalent mean. The

black, dashed line is the linear trend of the mean – all the green

dots smoothed out into one line by minimising the total vertical

distance from each point to the line. In statistics, this is called ‘a

line of best fit’. Notice how the ‘outliers’ – such as the points

above 2015 and 2018 – are roughly the same net distance away.

Meanwhile, the blue dots tend to cling to the trend line because,

in statistics, the median is a more robust measure of the

underlying average.

The trend line is headed slowly upwards. Given what we

know about Johnston Racing a priori – that there is an emphasis

on trusting the process and adopting a rational, suitably

conservative attitude to changing results – we would hope to see

that this line would be nearly parallel to the x-axis of the graph.

Consistent with our prior beliefs, this indicates that the mean is a

suitably robust measure of the true, underlying quality. 

Now, had the line been sloped downwards, we might have

concluded that rising bloodstock prices have proved too much

for in-house improvement in the training methodology and

logistics which comes about through the yard’s famous weekly

reviews. That the line is tilted upwards indicates the opposite:

despite competing in an ever-more competitive marketplace,

where foreign buyers and new money combine to make it more

difficult to acquire young talent, Johnston Racing is managing

to obtain increasing value for money for their customers. I

would speculate that this is because Charlie has been able to

play an increasing role – and may have increasing ability due to

experience – in the sourcing of yearling talent, which requires

considerable hours and effort in terms of the viewing and vetting

of lots.

So, if the data tells us that quality is consistent, how about

wins? Well, the table (above) contains the number of British

wins for each season 2014 – 2023 for each stable inside the Top

10 by total wins during this period.

As mentioned in the introduction, Johnston Racing has been

the leading stable by British wins for each of the last seven

seasons, and eight of the last 10. The data for 2023 includes

racing up to November 23, at which point Charlie was 27 ahead

of the next leading stable by wins, Andrew Balding on 141.

Overall, the data suggests that winning is slightly more difficult

than a decade ago judged by success being spread over a larger

number of top yards. This assertion is illustrated by a decrease

in the standard deviation of wins for the Top 10 stables (shown

as the bottom row of the table) but also from other work beyond

the scope of this article.

At the start of the decade under focus, Mark Johnston

realised a strike-rate of one win in six races. In recent seasons,

this has become one win in seven races. As all the other data

indicates, this is not down to decreasing efficiency or placing

but to the environment. This is also just life in the British system

of relentless handicaps.

What now after the accession?

In summary, Mark Johnston has governed over a smooth

transition to Charlie. If every father or mother in a family

business did the same as well as this, every son or daughter who

took over would have reason to be extremely thankful.

Charlie will now set about putting his individual seal on

proceedings as the years advance. In 10 years, the portfolio of

owners at Kingsley Park may look different – although the

Johnstons will always look after longstanding clients as their

own – and the distribution of horses by type of sire and by

distance may also change somewhat, as Charlie makes suitable

adjustments to the environment in which he must operate. 

However, the core principles of Johnston Racing will never

change. Trust the process. Act rationally. Have reason for every

action. Do not over-explain natural variation in performance.

Work hard. And never back down.

Trainer 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Total
Johnston Racing 207 204 195 215 226 249 169 212 175 168 2020
Richard Fahey 192 235 198 200 191 178 120 130 103 108 1655
Richard Hannon 206 195 172 194 171 153 114 146 110 108 1569

John Gosden & Thady Gosden 132 133 142 138 178 192 148 150 129 120 1462
William Haggas 113 113 137 158 145 141 118 174 167 137 1403
Andrew Balding 119 95 107 93 123 126 106 150 133 141 1193
David O'Meara 112 122 103 109 113 130 100 123 110 100 1122
Roger Varian 78 100 97 109 106 116 116 133 140 110 1105

Charlie Appleby 102 151 70 106 89 71 84 115 152 102 1042
Tim Easterby 53 70 76 86 118 126 94 136 117 106 982

Vertical standard deviation of wins > 50.7 50.9 44.3 45.5 41.6 46.2 23.9 26.8 23.6 20.8


